Challenges

- Do you ever lose track of the freight charges when shipping an order?
- Do you spend a lot of time and effort manually calculating and checking freight charges?
- Do you depend on the evaluations provided by your CEP service providers?
- Do you have no interface with your CEP service providers for electronic invoice receipt processing?

it.x-freight charge

it.x-freight charge is part of the it.x-press software portfolio and is designed to help you with freight charges. This module allows you to import freight quotations to the SAP system, calculate freight charges in advance and perform comparison calculations. It.x-freight charge maps complex tariff structures, taking into account CEP-specific parameters such as COD charges, supplementary insurance, hazardous goods and identity checks. The module can be deployed at different points in the process flow, allowing freight and transportation costs to be calculated in the ERP system at the offer, order and shipment stages. It.x-freight charge can also be used again after packing. The final freight charges are calculated on the basis of real data (weight, dimensions, etc.).

it.x-freight invoice

It.x-freight charge is complemented by it.x-freight invoice, a solution that supports electronic invoice receipt processing for freight invoices and automated freight charge control. Depending on your arrangement with the CEP service provider, invoices arrive in your SAP system weekly, every two weeks or at the end of the month via the it.x-freight invoice interface as PDF documents or EDIFACT, CSV or XML files. It.x-freight invoice processes the invoices issued and compares them against the calculated freight charges.

For 7 years, we have been helping our customers to calculate their freight charges

It.x-freight charge reliably calculates and compares the freight charges in your process chain. Thanks to electronic freight invoice receipt processing and logistical invoice verification, it.x-freight invoice offers optimal assurance.
Product Highlights
- Accurate pre-calculation
- Comparative calculation among service providers and service codes
- Integration of web services for calculating freight charges

it.x-freight charge and it.x-freight invoice in the Process Flow

SAP ERP
- Offer → Order → it.x-packIT → Delivery → Transport → it.x-press
- Forwarder → CEP Service Provider → Standard Shipper
- Manifest → Invoice
- it.x-freight charge
- it.x-scale
- it.x-freight invoice

SAP NetWeaver PI/PO
- it.x-Connect Modul → Converter → Adapter → Mappings
- EDI

External Partners

Key Features of it.x-freight charge and it.x-freight invoice
- Pre-calculation with reference to the document (offer, order, shipment, transportation) => the software uses the data in the SAP system that is relevant for calculating freight charges and can write the calculated freight charges back to the document conditions;
- Comparative calculation among defined service providers and service codes => for pricing purposes, options such as COD or hazardous goods can be specified; the solution can also determine which shipment company offers what options at what price;
- Freight charge calculation via web services (e.g. UPS or FedEx);
- Mapping of freight quotations with individual tariffs, zones and weight scales of different service providers via import tools;
- Transfer of freight charges for logistical invoice verification;
- Processing of invoices issued and comparison with the calculated freight charges.

Your Advantages
Overview of Freight Charges
Thanks to highly accurate pre-calculation, you already know your freight charges at the offer or order stage.

Find the Best-Value Service Provider
The detailed comparative calculation allows you to see basic prices and additional fees separately and view details.

Major Cost Savings
Thanks to electronic invoice receipt processing and logistical invoice verification, invoices can be forwarded directly to your specialist departments.

Cost Reductions
Electronic networking with the service provider means that you benefit from special discounts and seasonal offers.

Want to see a live demonstration of our solution? Then arrange for your personal it.x-freight charge and it.x-freight invoice demo – no obligation and free of charge.
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